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Company
F-TECH means: consulting, planning, construction and innovation of snowparks. We offer ground 
breaking Snowboard Boxes and Rails, perfect shaped structures with razor-sharp edges and a 
lot of fantasy and passion for details upon the realization of our projects. 
We also organize and promote events and offer web and print marketing solutions for snowparks 
and ski-resorts. to guarantee fi rst class videos and photos, we provide photographers, filmers 
and Teamriders.
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SERVICECONSULTING AND 3D 
PLANNING
360° project management and sustainable 
assistance. Area survey, consulting meetings 
about park size, location and eventual earth-
work operations. Measurement and 3D project 
design. Precise calculations regarding the 
amount of snow needed, bodywork, mainte-
nance and machine expenditure all shown to 
you in a complete cost-plan.
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SERVICESNOWPARK CONSTRUCTION 
AND SHAPING
We care about our clients. That‘s why we give 
you the complete package: from supervising 
the groundworks to the consulting of artifi cial 
snow production until the last shovel move. 
We will show your workers how to use the 
snow groomers in the snowpark at its best. 
And if you need, these works can even be 
done by us. 
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SERVICECOMMUNICATION AND 
MARKETING
To guarantee the success of your snowpark it 
is extremely important to use all kinds of 
media. We have a wide range of agreements 
with the leading media sector all over Europe. 
We also do print and non print advertising for 
your snowpark or skiresort and have know-
how in costumer focused promotion. 
Furthermore we do video and photo produc-
tions and work on the main social networks.  
If you desire we can provide marketing con-
sulting services to increase your business.

PHOTO AND 
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
We organize shootings and events of every 
kind and produce podcasts, event and promo-
tional park clips. We also collaborate with 
Europe-wide known photographers, film crews 
and brands. 
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PRODUCT
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BOX
Perfect slide attributes, an innovative lightweight 
design and a variety of combination possibili-
ties, make F-TECH boxes different. Our boxes 
and rails are marked with the intentional colors 
used to indicate the diffi culty of the slopes 
(Blue – Easy, Red – Medium, Black – Pro)

RAIL
For our rails we use the same color system. 
Through the modular confi guration of our rail 
elements we can build rails in every shape. 
You have also the choice between pipe and 
plate rails.

KIDS
To give kids and ski schools a good way to get 
into the freestyle sport we build small and easy 
obstacles for kids, which we developed in 
close collaboration with ski schools. Those 
smaller and light obstacles can easily be car-
ried to other positions and are marked by their 
green color.
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PRODUCT
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JIB
No matter which material you desire (wood, 
metal, or synthetic material) we build all kind of 
different jib obstacles for snowparks or for 
special shootings. 

WALL
Walls are a basic obstacle in every snowpark. 
We build them, but if you want also in more 
creative shapes and with special features.

TUBE
We offer tubes in different sizes and shapes. 
Certainly in all colors and in whatever style you 
want them.
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PRODUCTSPECIAL
We produce 3D logos individually for your 
brand visibility in our snowparks or for special 
photo and videoshootings.
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EVENTSEVENTS REFERENCES
FAKIESHOP Jib the Line, Val Senales
The North Face Night Battle, Kronplatz
NIKE 6.0 Stairsetbattle, Kronplatz
NIKE Chosen Series, Kronplatz
Red Bull Jib-Ski Kings 1+2, Seiser Alm
F-TECH Shooting 1+2+3+4+5+6, Val Senales
Burton Am-Tourstop & Finals, Val Senales
Pirates Movie Prod. Shooting 1+2, Val Senales
Gentlemenriders Summercamp since 2005, Val Senales
Subject Schlern 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10, Seiser Alm
O‘NEILL Garden of Roses 1+2, Seiser Alm
Burton AM-Tourstop,  Seiser Alm
F-TECH Rails Open 1+2, Seiser Alm
King of Iron 1+2+3, Obereggen
Young Guns 1+2+3, Kronplatz
1+2+3 F-TECH Springgingerle – Fabbro & Eder Invitational, Kronplatz
Prinoth BISON X Park-show, Kronplatz
Smith Shooting, Schutzhütte Schöne Aussicht Schnalstal
Winner Red Bull Snowpalio, Cervinia
Kiss the Rail 1+2+3+4, Latsch
Franzensfeste Rail Jam, Schloss Franzensfeste
105 Freestyle Series by Burn Energy Drink, Italy
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F-TECH CREWSINCE 2001 
From the first day on, we had a lot of great proj-
ects and good times. In this book we want to 
share all the memories which remained beside 
the magazine articles, movies and reports. 
Although F-TECH’s main business is snowpark 
construction we are very flexible and do all kind of 
other work in this sector. 
Supporting the freestyle movement was always 
our main goal... and you can be assured that we 
will go on and set new standards.
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F-TECH FAMILYTHANK YOU ALL
Did you ever asked yourself what the ‘F‘ in 
F-TECH stands for? A good guess would 
be: family. All the shapers, supporters and 
Friends, your passion for the sport makes all 
this possible. At this point we want to say 
thank you! Also thanks to all those who aren’t 
on the photos.



DANIEL NEULICHEDEL
„Plazy“
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F-TECH TEAMTEAM SNOWBOARD
TEAM SKI 
Having our own team makes us proud. But 
of course that’s not the only reason we have 
a Ski and Snowboard team. A lot of our 
team riders work as shapers, help us to test 
new obstacles, and bring in their know how 
and experience.

MARCO GRIGIS
„Markino”

LUKAS SCHÄFER

STEFAN SCHENK

CHRISTOF SCHENK

DANIEL 
TSCHURTSCHENTHALER

MARKUS EDER  
„Makke“

KEVIN KOK

MARCO CONCIN
„Bambi“

MATTHIAS FABBRO
„Fabbro“

SIMON GRUBER
„Läppl“

MAX VIEIDER
„Max Punk“
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SNOWPARKS
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VAL SENALES
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VAL SENALESGENTLEMENRIDERS 
NITRO PARK VAL SENALES
Although Senales has been welcoming the 
snowboard scene since the very beginning 
(for about 20 years now), the rebirth itself 
came 2006 with the F-TECH Crew taking 
care of the park. By building one of the best 
parks it got famous for snowboarding all over 
Italy and Europe since you‘re able to ride 
there in summer as well. 
Val Senales is a glacier and that’s why the park 
is open from mid October to the end of May.
In the summer you can shred the park from 
mid June to the end of July at the Val Senales 
Summer Camp.
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KRONPLATZ
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KRONPLATZSNOWPARK KRONPLATZ
Four different lines on 58.300 square metres. 
What else do we have to say? The park starts 
on a height of 2.230 metres and processes 
right under the lift which makes it perfect for 
shootings. In the valley, just 10 minutes from 
the city of Bruneck, you can find a smaller but 
super fun jib park with 7 tables which is well lit 
two nights a week.
Two shapers, two snow groomers always at 
your disposal and the most motivated crew – 
this is what keeps this park F-TECH-like aka 
perfect.
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SEISER ALM
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SEISER ALMKING LAURIN SNOWPARK
This snowpark offers something for every-
one. Long lines with heaps of structures for 
pros and beginners. Since 2001 we take 
care of this awesome park and we organize 
high level contests like SUBJECT SCHLERN 
and GARDEN OF ROSES. Always accompa-
nied by the legendary barbecues of the local 
snowboard crew: THE PANETTONE BROS. 
You can find this wonderland on the „LAURIN“ 
slope. The park consists of two parts, an 
upper and a lower one. Every part is divided in 
2 – 3 different lines.
At the Seiser Alm nature is still respected and 
beloved. That’s why we created a WOOD LINE 
right near the forest with a great view to the 
Dolomites... sunset included!
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OBEREGGEN 
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OBEREGGENOBEREGGEN SNOWPARK
Since 2007 this snowpark has been realized 
by the Obereggen AG and F-TECH in close 
collaboration to the headshaper Tommi 
„Verza“ Zorzi. He takes care of the park every 
day, selects good music and helps beginners 
giving them useful tips. 
Since back in the days Obereggen was one of 
the first resorts building a halfpipe.
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REINSWALD
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REINSWALDSUNPARK REINSWALD
The Sunpark Reinswald in the beautiful Sarntal 
got its name because of the spectacular sun-
set which makes the park also perfect for 
sunset shootings. The park is divided in two 
lines: medium and easy, so it’s perfect for 
beginners and more advanced riders. You’ll 
find the park right next to the modern cable 
car at the “Plankenhorn” slope. The park is 
our newest project which we plan and build 
since 2011. 
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OTHER PARKSGITSCHBERG JOCHTAL
We plan and build the park in the valley 
“Jochtal” since 2010. Nine different tables with 
F-TECH rails and boxes. Easy to medium 
structures and kickers make the park perfect 
for all levels of snowboarding skills.

HELM
The small snowpark at the mountain “Helm” is 
divided in two parks: a learning park for kids at 
the mid station and a easy and medium park 
down in the valley which has 7 obstacles in 
one line. We plan and build the park since 
2010.
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OTHER PARKSPAGANELLA 
The Snowpark Paganella is located in Trentino 
and we plan and build the park since 2010. 
The park is equipped with F-TECH boxes and 
rails two lines on and 5 tables with easy and 
medium structures and kickers and is perfect 
for beginners and advanced riders who want 
to improve their skills.

KARERPASS
Surrounded by the breathtaking Dolomites we 
plan and build the snowpark Christomannos 
since 2009.
Seven tables with small and medium struc-
tures and kickers by F-TECH guarantees you a 
nice shred in the park.
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thanks for your support and the awesome pictures!
eleonora raggi, harald wisthaler, fizza.it, alex Berger, markus rohrbacher, michiel rotgans

damiano Levati (red Bull), alessandro Belluscio, axel Bernhart, patrick schwianbacher, Lorenz holder, 
carolina Bagnato, michael Gögele, James Bryant (nike), mike pireddu, Giorgio de Vecchi
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